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FEEDBACK ANALYSIS REPORT 2022-23

Fecdbrck oD Curriculum by Employers

Feedback collected fiom the employers on the curriculum prescribed for BHMS and

M.D(Hom,) is analysed and the details are summarised as follows:

I . A majority of the employers (58.3 per cent) opined that the couses prescribed for the

BHMS and M.D(Hom.) arc related to clinical training as very good and the remaining

41.7 per c€trt opined it as good. Thus employers opined thal the courses related to

clinical training are good.

2. A similar tend is prevailing among employers on the competencies possessed by the

employee. Fifty-eight per cent ofthe employers rate it as very good and the remaining

42 per cent as good.

3. The majority ofthe employem (66.7 per cent) rated that the curiculum prescribed for

th€ BHMS and M.D(Hom.) are good and wcll balanced in terms of fundamentals as

well as the latest development in Homoeopathy. However, the same is ratdd very

good by 33.3 p€r cent.

4. Fifty per cent of the employeN rated the curriculum prescribed for the BHMS and

M.D(Hom.) are very good, which provides wide clinical experiences including health

carc management. The remaining rated it as good.

5. The majority of the employers (58.3 per cent) raled the existing curriculum as good,

which impans knowledge. critical and analyical skills, and problem-solving skills

required for Health Care Management. The remaining 41.7 p€r c€r{ rated it as very

good.

6. The majority ofthe employers (58.3 p€r ceDt) rated the existing curiculum as good in

terms of scope for acquiring employable and entrepreneu$hip skills. The same is

rated as very good by the rcmaining employers (41.7 per cent).

7. The majority of the employers ratd the existing cuniculum as very good in terms of

promoting high moral standards, ethical practice, professionalism. and commitment to

society. The remaining rated it as good.
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8. Fifty-eight per cent of the ernployers rated the existing curriculum meant for the

BHMS and M.D(Hom.) as very good in terms of their proficiency in the

llomoeopathic field and the remaining rated it as good.

9. The majority oflhe employers (83.3 per cent) opined that the existing curriculum may

be continued, whereas 8.3 per cent of the employers opined that there is no need to

change and another 8.3 per cent have no comments.
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